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Scary gourd
Haloween symbols
reflect spirit of
anciep.t festival

Husky football team
posts its third stnright
conference win

All calm.on the Homecoming front, Police say
Side, and about 25 citations were issued
Friday night for persons drinking on streeis or
sidewalks.

by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR
Despite rumors of planned protests and

anxious memories of 1988, this year's
homecoming festivities at SCSU were
unmarred, for the most part, by illegal
activities.
The St. Cloud police department quieted
down severaJ parties in various parts of the
city, with about half located on the South

Downtown was .the sight of the greatest
unrest over the weekend, with severaJ fights

being broken up and arrests made for
disorderly conduct.
The SCSU area remained calm, according
to Sgt. Mike Gohman of the St. Cloud Police.
'There wasn't an overly amount of
misbehavior," Gohman said. "It was probably

a combination of a lot of factors-weather
and the publicity from alcohol incidents in the
last few months."
Mark Petrick, director of University
Public Safety at SCSU, praised the
university's students for their overall
conduct.
"Students on campus acted extremely
well," he said. 'There was a higher
expectation, a higher standard this year, and I
think we met it. I think our alcohol

consumption was down."
Rumors of possible demonstrations or
riots put public safety officers on alert
over the weekend. In addition, situations
off
campus
led
to
increased
concern.
"We were also very unnerved about what
was hapJ'ening downtown," Petrick said.
'Jbere was a lot of proactive work. We
prepared for the worst, it never transpired,
and we're thankful for that."

Phone
scam
targets
students

Committee
searching
for new
volunteers

by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

During the past two weeks, several
SCSU students have been victims. of a
phone-card scam.
The target of the scam is the
victim's phone card number. The
perpetrators present themselves as
employees of a telephone company or
the
Federal
Communications
commission.
1:o heighten• the illusion of
· officiality, they give the victim's name
and address and explain that a problem
exists with their account.
"They're using l:iigh pressure
tactics," Mark Petrick, director of
University Public Safety, said.
'They're also doing their homework
on the individuals."
Five off-campus students fell prey
to the scam, Petrick said. Eventually
realizing they had been tricked, all five
canceled their cards and reported the
calls.
This type of phone fraud is new
to the area, irccording to Captain
Len Smallwood, public infonnation
officer for the St. Cloud Police
department.
"Usually, they're credit-card
scams," Smallwood said. 'These
telephone scams are something new to
my experiencei."
According to a representative for
US West who wished to remain
anonymous, only a few phone scams
are reported each year.

Go TO PHONES, PAGE 3 •

by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDffOR

SCSU offensive coordinator Peter Shinnick confers with center Dustin Nikltuk during the
Homecoming football game Saturday afternoon at Selke Field . See related story page 10.

An SCSU commission to improve
the status of women on campus is
looking for new members.
The ,Commission of the Status of
Women is an SCSU presidentialappointed commission involved in
gathering data, making observations
and making recommendations to the
university about the status of women
on campus.
The commission was created in
1994 by then president Robert Bess.
Jane Olsen, co-chair of the
Commission of the Status of Women
and director of the Women's Center,
said the commission originated
informally with people getting
together to discuss issues concerning
women on campus and to improve the
overall campus climate.
In January of 1995, the
commission held its first formal
meeting.
Olsen said even though the
commission is now fonnal, the goals
of the infonnal group are still in
place.
"We are a.group of people that are
concerned with the status of women
and the unique issues that face them,"
Olsen said.
To reach this goal, the commission
creates focus groups among different
constituents of women on campus
to find out what the main concerns

_=_. _________
Go TO CoMMISSION, PAGE 4 •
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WHAT's ·
HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Women's Soccer
4 p.m. vs. Bemidji State
University at Halenbeck
Field.

WEDNESDAY

CAMPUs & CoMMUNTIY
$70,000 available for
area food shelves

9 a.m. - noon. St. Cloud
Technical College. Cost is
$98 Call 1-800-222-1009.

Applications for ~mergency food, shelter and
utility programs are currently being accepted.
There is $71,505 available in federal funding to
assist these programs.
Applyiog organizations must be non-profit,
have an accounting system, conduct an annllal
other criteria:
The funds are available for use in Steams,

Benton and Sherburne counties.
Application deadline is 5 p.m. Nov. 8, 1996.
For more information, contact Betty
Schneuler, director of fund distribution,
United Way of St Cloud Area at 252-0227.

The Future of the
American College
President: Property or
Turmoil
noon-2 p.m. Video
conference in Centennial Hall
room 100.

Men's Perception of
Beauty
noon- 1 p.m. South Glacier,
AMC. Women on Wednesday
presentation.

Earth Based Religions
7 p.m. Untted Ministires'
House, 391 4th Ave. S.
Nancy Middaugh, St. Cloud
Unitarian Universalist Church
will outline earth-based
religions.

THURSDAY

cleared in
Olyinpic Park

bombing
The U.S. Justice Department
announced Saturday that Richard
Jewell is no longer a suspect in the
July 27 bombing during the
summer Olympics at Centennial
Olympic Park ill Atlanta.
Lin Wood, lawyer for Jewell
said lawsuits may be filed against
the FBI, Cox Enterprises (own~
of the Atlanta Journal Constitution
which 1fginally implicated _Jewell
·in a news story) and NBC News

44 years ago...

6:40 p.m. Hill-Case Hall.
Call UPB at 255-2205 for
more information.

FRIDAY
.

9 p.m.-1 a.m. The Quarry,
AMC. Featuring live band
Shalita.

SATURDAY
Women's Soccer
1 p.m. vs. Universtty of
Minnesota-Duluth at
Halenbeck Field.

Sousa and His Band

a p.m.Ki_mberely A. Ritsche

Aditorium. SCSU Wind
Ensemble.
Mail information for the 'What's
Happening" events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

The State Teachers
College held a mock ,
election in which Dwigliit
D. Eisenhower won as
president over Adlai E.
Stevenson.
Nearly 7,5 percent of
the students voted.
The Chronicle urged all
students to get out and
vote, regardless for
whom they voted.

Corrections·
University Chronicle will
correct all errors in its
articles.
If you find a problem with
a story-an error of fact or
point requiring clarificationplease call (320) 255-4086.

• Larry Meyer, 1911 ; distinguished
alumni award.
"
• Peg Montagne, 1980, distinguished
alumni award.

Homecoming Week was a time for SCSU's
Alumni Association to honor some of its
graduates for their career achievements and
community service.
Honored in Homecoming ceremonies held on
Friday were:
• George Kuh, 1971, education
leadership award for teaching.
Volunteers are needed to assist in HaHoween ',
• Robert Ziegler, 1984, educational · carnivals at St. CIOl.ld Apollo High School and
leadership award for administration.
the Na!i-onal Guard Annory.
• Rick Rassier, 1983, 1989, Gold ·
The Carnival for children ages 5 and 6 will
award, recognizing achievements of those who take place at Apollo from 6:15-8 p.m. on
graduated in the last decade.
Thursday. Children ages 7-9 will have a carnival
• Dennis Ringmutb, 1961, alumni atthearmoryfrom 6p.m.-8:15onThursday.
service award.
Between 10 to 15 volunteers are needed at
•
• Dorothy Simpson, 1977, alumni each site to assist in booths such as the fish pond
service award.
and bean bag toss Volunteers cari wear costumes.
Call Joyce at 202-1403 to volunteer.

STATE
Richard Jewell

In history...

Horrific Tale For
Children

African Night

SCSU honors alumni

audit, practice non-discrimination and meet

The Leadership Edge
with Peter Drucker and
Mike Kami

Tuesday,
October 29, 1996

Halloween helpers
needed for carnivals

& NATION

and its evening-news anchor, Tom
Brokaw.

Celebrities stump

for Wellstone
Robert Redford, Gloria Steinem
and comic Al Franken were all in
Minnesota this past week to suppon
Paul Wellstone's bid for re-election
as U.S Senator. The Democrat has
also had Clinton cabinet members
and Vice President Al Gore giving
him a show of support as the
election nears.
Though not in Minnesota
specifically to help Wellstone,
President Clinton was scheduled to
speak in the Twin Cites yesterday.

Redford spoke at a $500-a-head
celebrity
fund-raiser
dinne·r
Saturday night at the Music Box
Theatre in Minneapolis.
·

on the leg or shoulder, made to sing
the school song while on their
knees
or
perform
other
embarrassing acts in public.

Hazings still occur Teens use both
at high schoo1s
pot, beer in cars
Hazings of newcomers at Twin
Cities area high schools are an old
tradition that seems ~willing to
die.
Students at Edina High School
were takef!- to a park last month and
pelted with eggs, baked beans
sardines and fnustard, according to
the Star Tribune.
Other students in area schools
were duct taped to trees, punched

Teenagers in grades six through
12 are about as_ ~ely a to -~ ...., _
smoking marijuana in a vehicle as
they are to be drinking beer, states a
new report on 129,560 students
done by an Atlanta-based research
company in 1995-96,
Just over IO pe_rcent of the 1
participants said they smoked pot in
a car while just over 8 percent said
they drank beer.
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Career fair
boosts job
searching

PAGE 1

by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Julia PetersonlPHaro /Ul/S'TRl,TION

She explained that the most popular
tactic for perpetrators of phone fraud is
to call people at random, claiming to
be from the FBI or the telephone

company.
Countermeasures for phone fraud are
available, she said.
She explained that people who suspect
an attempt is being made to defraud them
can use a feature called a caller--0riginated
trace to idetitify the suspect
Most phones have caller-originated
trace capability. By pressing Star-57, the

telephone will generate a trace of the party
at the other end.
The trace is automatically sent to the
tocal police station and printed out.

In addition to performing the trace,
another call must· be made to the police

scation, confinning the date and time of
the suspect phone call.
If such a can is not made directly
following the suspect call, no action will
be taken by the police.
'"There's not much the phone company

can do to apprehend someone, so ca11ing
the police is the best thing."
Students who recieve calls from
persons claiming to represent a phone
company or the government should report
the call to UPS in addition to the St. Cloud
police.
'"The rule of thumb is never give up any
important numbers over the- phone,"
Petrick said.
'That includCs your social security
number and any credit card or pin
numbers," he added.

SCSU Students pursuing careers got a boost
Thursday when <;:areer Services held their annual
Career Information Day.
One hundred-three companies were on hand to
recruit students. The companies ranged from
Northwestern Mutual Life to Herberger's to Aria
Communications.
· The career fair gaVe students an opportunity to ·
get infonnation from the different companies
about positions and internships available. In tum,
the companies were given the opportunity to
pitch their corporation to students and recruit
employees.
"We have had great success with St. Cloud State
students," said Michelle Hopewell, college recruiter
for Stonns General Agency. "Three of our last five
interns have been from SCSU. We have a long history
with St Cloud and have found the students to be openminded and focused students, thinking about long
tenngoals."
The number of accredited programs at SCSU and
the participants in those programs also attract
companies to the career fair.
"Primarily, we are here because of the strong BCIS
program," said Jami McCuddin, recruiter for the
Principal 'Financial company. "In addition, we hired
two interns from SCSU last summer and they got us
off to a good start."
Several programs were held during the day to help
students with finding a job.
The College of Business and College of
Science and Technology held infonnation
sessions about finding careers _ih their fields and
the BCIS and computer science departments
held seminars designed to address students
questions.

Go 10 FAIR,
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Large crowds attend coronation,, activities
Queen and king from
Mitchell Hall, Rowing
Club/Crew Team
by Jodi ~- Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A nearly-full Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium greeted 62 homecoming queen
and king candidates Thursday night, with
juniors Erin Wachowiak and Jim Tenis
walking away with the crowns.
~ Wachowiak, a residential life candidate,
gave her dorm a promotional cheer, saying
"We love Mitchell Hall." She is majoring in
English and minoring in speech.
"Wow. It was unexpected," said Tenis
of his crowning. "I got a lot . of support
from the cheer team." Tenis represented
the Rowing Club/Crew Team. He is
majoring in criminaljustice with a minor in
Spanish.
Christina Miller, sophomore, and Butch
Fealy, senior, were first runners-up in the
event. Miller is from Woodbury and she is
majoring in business marketing. She
represented Stearns Hall.
Miller said it was a good week. She said
the candidates' games of bed and rely races,
and pie eating contest were fun. 'The talent
show was good," she added.
Fealy, who did well in the pie eating
contest said "I just kind of sucked down
everything." He is majoring in physical
education and minoring in athletic training
·and community health.

Fealy compared homecoming week to
past year's. 'This year is a little better," Fealy
said. He said not having a parade was, in part,
due to lowered attendance and he hoped
Husky Hoopla would get more people
involved.
The coronation featured local talent as
opposed to hired entertainment in past years.
Talent contest winners Erica Vickers and
Jenny Patrick sang "No Need to Argue" by
the Cranberries. The SCSU cheer and dance
teams perfonned. Matt Crouch accompanied
himself on guitar to "More Than Words Can
Say" by Extreme.
"It's so nice to play to audience that's
responsive," Crouch said.
Crouch played another number for the
audience who sang along with him.
Finishing out the night were The Preps
who played harder rock numbers, including
"We're Not Going to Take it" by Twisted
Sister.
"I expected it to be good, but I never
expected to be as great as it is," said Sara
Quan, UPB coordinator for the event told the
audience.
"It was different ihan w,hat I was
expecting," said .senior Sarah Hultgren,
psychology major. "It was quick, wellrounded. I was looking forward to it all
week."
Candidates were judged 45 percent on
voting, 25 percent on races and 30 percent on
interviews. Royalty presided over the
homecoming festivities that rounded Olli the
week, including Husky Hoopla, the
homecoming football game and a host of
other events.
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Commission
Some concerns found in the past
dealt with issues like employment,

PAGE 1

"Right now we want to recruit
students," Olsen said. "Based on
graduation, we are losing members.
work and family.
creating problems for women on We are in dire !leOO of students. We
Olsen said the commission deals campus.
. want to make sure the student's
Lalita Subrahmanyan, the points are heard."
with whatever seems to be
important to women at any time.
commission's other co-chair, and
The commission currently
With all of the issues facing said the commission has specific has more female than male
women today," it is hard for the visions
they want to see members.
Olsen
said
the
committee to focus on just a few. accomplished.
commission would like to see more
The
commission
proposes
"Our vision is to see respect male members because they help
recommendations at the end of each and equality for all women," create a more diverse group of
SCSU academic school year in Subrahmanyan said.·
opinions.
regards to the main concerns for
The commission includes
''Currently, the commission is
students, faculty and staff. Olsen quite female," Olsen said. "Men are
that particular school year.
Last year's issues were security said there are about I 5 members, encouraged to inquire and
and child care. Recommendations but the commission would like to participate. We don't want it to be a
for next school year will be turned . see membership incre3se to around woman-only commission. We are
into the president for approval in 25. Olsen would like half of the looking for diversity, because we
the next few weeks.
new members to be students.
will be better seiving the campus
child care, security and jntegrated

Fair

Olsen said the main issue

concerning the commission is
breaking down baniers that are

because more opinions would be
heard."
Subrahmanyan
said
the
commission wants to see a broad
base of members.
''To get a broad based
commission ~e need to have
students of color and men on our
commission," Subrahmanyan said.
Olsen said plans proposed to the
university
that
have
been
implemented are tough to spot
because of the time it takes to notice
change. She said before long, the
commission's work will be more
noticeable.
"We are in this for the change,"
Olsen said. "Change is a long
process. It takes time to move
through the necessa'!' channels.

Not too long into the future, we
will be able to point out the
changes"
Sub~manyan said ~hange is
always hard to accomplish, but is
worth working for.
'This is going to be tough,"
Subrahmanyan said. "People have
a hard time dealing with equality.
It is going ,o be a struggle ·
and a challenge, but we are up to
it."
People interested in becoming
Involved with the commission can
pick up an application in the
pamphlet
stand
in
the
Administration Building between
the
Business
Office
and•
Administrative Seivices or at the
Women's Center.

moving towards on-line programs.
The department's goal is to have
students be able to register with
them through their lnterrlet
homepage.
Career seivices' nex.t project is
the Minnesota State University Job

Fair 1997 in February with more
than 110 companies ..
Students must register to attend
the Job Fair. Career Seivices is
holding a kick-off party at 4 p.m.,
Nov. 6 to register students that are
interested.

PAGE3

Three smaller sessions were
held to inform students about
careers in the computing and
information technology fields.
Several companies participating in
the fair were involved in these
infonnation seminars.

"Career Day gives students a
chance to find out more about the
companies. They can find out what
they do, what kind of career
opportunities they have and what
qualifications they need to get
them," said Career Services

associate
director
Andy
Ditlevson.
Another company on hand for
the fair was Target, who presented
Career Seivices with a grant.
Target gave $1,500 to Career
Services to assist the department in

TINA and
the B-SIDE
MOVEMENT
in Stewart Hall's Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium
/

Monday,
Nov. 4th

*

Tickets ~ $7.00

Available at KVSC 88.1-FM
Stewart Hall, Room27
Electric Fetus - 5th Ave. South
Bo Diddley's - all locations
~~~~~~~~~

9:30 PM

A special Monday Night Live - on 88. l FM KVSC & UTVS channel 6!

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.
CALL 255-3943.
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Gr9up discusses coming~out process
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Resource Center conducts training to increase awarene~s
The two-hour training sessions
i_ncluded several main points, Mack

by Robert Stang

explained. Participants discussed

Taryn Mack, a coordinator with
the

Lesbian

Transgender

Gay

Resource

Bisexual
Center,

conducted a Safe Space training

program for SCSU staff, faculty,
and administrators last Monday and
Friday.

why lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender issues need to be
addressed.
The group defined and became
comfortable
using
relevant

tenninology.

Mack is an
SCSU graduate
with a major in
American Studies
and a minor i~
communications,
public relations
sequence. She is
working toward

Knowing.the right
words to use
bridges the gap.

her

master's

Taryn Mack

degree
Special

in the
Studies

LGBTRC COORDINATOR

Program

in

organization and

human resource management.
She took her position with
LGBTRC two years ago.
The Safe Space training model
was developed at Western
Connecticut State University. This
model has been implemented at the
University of Minne.sota- Monis.
According to LGBTC literature,
the training is designed to increase
awareness and sensitivity to gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender
issues. Each of the two training
sessions attracted about 15
participants.

. "Knowing
the
right
words to use
bridges the
gap," Mack
said_;
During the
program, the
coming-out
process was
discussed.
M

a

c

k

explained this
is
often
the
most
difficult time for young people and
students who are often afraid of .
being harassed or intimidated.
Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHUTOGRAPHER
In addition, the staff, faculty
and administrators reviewed issues A group gathered to discuss Safe Space training which is designed to help gay, lesbian, bisexuals,
of concern, including how to and transsexuals cope wtth the stereotypes and anger pointed at them.
create an open and honest participants had the opportunity to faculty and administrators on
The sign has "safe zone" printed
atmosphere.
SCSU students ask any final questions.
over a circle. Inside the circle is
campus," Mack said
shared concerns about respect,
a
pink
triangle resting on one of
Similar training sessions this
Participants received a sign,
discrimination and fear.
summer drew 30 ·staff, faculty and well-known in the gay and its points. Nazi concentration
The group then had the chance
camps' used a similar triangle,
administrators.
The
program
is
not
lesbian community. The sign
to role-play and work interactively.
mandatory, but all SCSU designating them as a referral or place~ on its side, to identify
Role-playing was designed to
gays and lesbians during World War
prepare the group for situations ihey employees have been encouraged resource person for the LGBTRC, II. The new symbol represents pride
to attend.
was given upon completion of the
may encounter later.
and dignity, Mack explained.
"I
sent
a
letter
to
all
the
staff,
course.
Before the session ended,

AFRICAN NIGHT
LIVe

• 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
• Friday, Nov. 1
• The Quarry
• Food tickets sold in Atwood

Hooted by the African
Student Asoociation

FRcc

ADMISSlo"-J/

Come and experience African and Caribbean vibrations!

Includes Unlimited Entree,•
Salad & Gartc Rolls.
'D... ,ot iod"d' meatball,.

• Spaghetti
• Baked Ziti
• New York Style Pizza

ii :

r-------------------~
:I FR£f.Soft
Mediwn
Drink
S.
·I
I

I
I

with the purchase of Sbarro All You Cao Eat Special.
Not valid with any otlier coupon or special offer.
E,pi,e, O.,,mb,, 31, 1996.

Liml• An, 11 Di~iti,n,

read, REACT,

wrire

~-------------~-ml\ll U5:

St. Cini

f
I
I

----~

t~rnrn1:IEIQ!l1~~Er.sltl01Jll.m5U5.EclU
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Spanish professor shares life experle~ces
by Sara Litecky

education at the University of CalifomiaBerkley, gaining a doctorate in Hispanic
languages and literature; specializing in
Agustfn Boyer can be found anxiously medieval literature.
. •
watching out the window in anticipation of a
Boyer taught in California and Arizona
new bird flying within view.
before coming to SCSU. "It shows you how
SCSU students within the Foreign life is full of surprises," Boyer said. Before
Language Department may recognize the being hired here, he didn't even know that St.
name Boyer, but they may not see the history' Cloud existed.
that lies within his life and how that has
"Boyer seems to like Minnesota and
brought him to be an avid bird watcher and teaching at SCSU because every day that he
Spanish teacher.
comes to class he brings the enthusiasm of20
After the Spanish civil war of the 1930:S, people within himself," said SophomoreAmy
dictator Franco controlled the Spanish Newell, one of Boyer's Spanish students.
government and everything began to change.
Nearly 20 years after moving to the
Boyer, born in 1946, lived a unique life.
United States, Boyer considers himself to be
"I see my life in Spain as a transition from a common American.
.
agricultural to city life, " Boyer. said.
"I'm' a typical American because most
Although his parents raised him in Americans speak English as a second
Madrid, the capitaJ an9 one of the largest · language," Boyer said.
cities in Spain, his lifestyle changed over time
"It really helps that Boyer acknowledges
as the Spanish government evolved.
that people have to struggle to learn a second
As a student, Boyer attended the private language. He understands when we
British Institute School. At age 4, he began mispronounce a word and helps us figure out
down a long road in education that would end the correct way to say it," added Andy
with teaching others rather than being the one Huggins, another student in Boyer's class.
who was taught.
When he is not teaching or watching birds
Boyer's father, an engineer, worked hard through his binoculars, Boyer travels to Chile
to support the education of his children and Spain to visit his family. Boyer said he is
because the public system in Spain was not lucky to travel in today's society and be able
impressive from an educational Slandpoint.
to view the different bird species foun~ across
After graduating from college, Boyer the world.
decided to try a different lifestyle,' so he came
He became interested in birds through his
to the U.S. in 1977. The opportunity came travels. Boyer wanted to learn more about the
about while he studied in Rome on an art different types of birds, so he began exploring
scholarship and met a museum owner. The the lnlemet to find out as much infonnation
two traveled to Los Angeles and for about as possible. This interest in bird;S has been
four years, Boyer sold paintings to make ends carried over into his desire to travel.
meet.
"IL gives me a chance to be in different
After a while, making a living became a societies t~ughout the year," Boyer added.
daily challenge in the painting industry, so
Boyer's life has taken him through Spain's
Boyer decided to return to school, this time in transitional years, into other cultural settings,
the U.S. He earned his master's degree at San. and has enabled him to teach Spanish and
Francisco State University and continued his travel the world to view different birds.
On a clear day after class is dismissed,

ATTENTION
PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS

Kristine White/SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Agustin Boyer, Spanish professor at SCSU, jumps up and down at times when
he is teaching and encourages students to sing and dance during his classes.

URGENT CARE
Available on campus

Same aa0 or next dal::J service
for most medical needs

Health Services includes:
• MEDICAL CLINIC

You are required to c;ome to
the Student Services Office to
obtain your ACCESS CODE,
THE DAY BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
AdVisers wil be available in BB 123,
8 a .m . - 4 p.m.
Starting October 28
for Winter Quarter 1997

•LABORATORY
* PHARMACY
*

HEALTH EDUCATION· PEER EDUCATORS

• ALCOHOL & DRUG AWARENESS
& PREVENTION TEAM (ADAPD

e1inic hours: }Vlonday - Jriday B - 'i:30
<!all: 255-3193

Elect~jJ.0ns

STUDENT
GOVERNM E NT

.

Page7
Important

ErncnoN INFORMATION

Tuesday

Wednesday

Garvey Commons 11 a.m.- 7 p.m.

Garvey Commons 11 a.m.-7 p.m

Locations

Chronicle

Locations

Atwood Memorial Center 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Atwood Memorial Center 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Learning Resource Center 5 p.m-10 p.m.

Learning Resource Center 5 p.m-10 p.m.

Halenbeck Hall .11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Halenbeck Hall 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Ten percent of the voter turnout is needed to change the SCSU Constitution.

Candidate essays ·are limited .
to 50 words, and 'are not edited
They are printed as they were
given t<> University Chronicle by
Student Government.
Candidates without a college
listed after their name failed to
specify on their application·.
which college he or she wished
to represent. 11lis matter will be
resolved before the election
occurs, according to Student
Government.

James Andrews

Chelsee Florence

I feel I should be elected to Student
Government becuase I can add diversity from
the perspective of non-traditional students to
this.campus. I am involved with numerous
organizations and I consider myself a people
person. I would also take part in changing the
atmosphere here at SCSU.

College of Fine Arts and
Humanities

Kurt Genereux
Being elected on student government is
important to me, because I'm very interested in
being involved with student government. I'm

No photo
available

It is my belief that SCSU students need a
strong voice. In becoming your senator, I will
help to make·sure students are represented in all
decision making i,roce~ses. I am dedicated to
service, people and finding solutions to all
student concerns.

Christopher Huberty
College of Education

concerned about the issues on campus and
would like to be a part of the voice on th,ese
issues. Given the chanc·e J will make sure the
students voice is ...

As your campus senator, I'm here to
represent all our differences according to us all.
I'm studying to succeed in education of society
and df"'§e?r. This campus i's our society and I
encourage all to really examine it and input
changes that you would like to see, through me.

MasudMamun

Beau McGraw

College of Social Sciences

I want to be a part of Student government to
represent the part of the student body which is
not being represented. I find myself to be a very
open-minded individual. One issue-on-campus
which is a big issue which really concerns me is
new students and the campus in ...

I think a Senate person has a lot of things to
do, as the Student governor decides how the
Student activities fee will be spent. I am running
for this posi tion because I am really interested
and I want to get involved. I consider myself as
a v~ry serious, friendly ...

Christian Rothe ·

Jon Veld.house

College of Business

I think that I should be elected Student
Government Senator becuase I want to voice my
opinions concerning the student body at SCSU.
I feel that I am an open minded student who can
represent a wide variety of student's needs.
Another issue I would like to address is to
make ...

I have no aspirations of a Career in politics
and I am not doing this for the sake of,my
resume. I am doing this for everyone (like
myself) that feels like they are not properly
represented by your Student Government. Make
yo~r voice be heard... and I will listen. 1 •
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WALLoWee~''S A TReAT

AT THE ELECTRIC FETUS!
STORE WIDE SALE STARTS TOMORROW, ENDS SUNDAY

i
u

11.99 CD

8.09 CS

11.99 CD
~

8.09 CS

11.99 CD

8.09 CS

11.99 CD

8.09 CS

ROME~~ejUUei- lil

Music From The Motion Picture

52.19 4 CDs!

11.99 CD

8.09 CS

10% OFF

20% OFF

COMPACT
DISCS
CASSETTES
(EXO.JJDFS SALE PRICES USfED)

CLOTHING
JEWELRY
GIFTS

20% OFF

Z::ppq

THE ORIGIN!\L

LIGHTER

WORKS ALWAYS
OR ZIPPO WILL
FIX IT - FREE!

(f1 .111,a6¥~
\{(fetus
~T. CLOUD

Lighters andAccessories

FREE PSYCHIC READINGS!
OCT. 31
7-9 PM
28 South 5th Avenue
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
251-2569

HOURS:
MON-FRI
10 - 9
SATURDAY 10 - 8
SUNDAY
11-6
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winning

weekend
by Rob LaP/ante
$TAFF WRITER

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHaroGRAPHER

SCSU sophomore forward Matt Cullen skates around St.
Lawrence University's Dale Clarke Saturday at the National

Hockey Center. The Huskies swept the Saints, "!inning 4-2
Friday and 5-2 Saturday.

..

Defense shines in Huskies' sweep
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

The critics should be silent after SCSU's
sweep of St. Lawrence University.
The Husky defense came under criticism
earlier in the season because of inexperience and
was thought to be the weak link for the Huskies.
This weekend, the Huskies allowed only two
goals for the third and fourth games in a row,
defeating the Saints4-2Friday and 5-2 Saturday.
"Our defenders stepped it up for us and did
very well on a whole all weekend," sophomore
Matt Cullen said. 'They've been working hard in
practice and really came through."
· Saturday's 5-2 victory came on a balanced
attack with three players scoring a goal and
tallying two assists apiece.
Cullen got things started by scoring the only
goal of the first period ori the power play at the
17:25 mark. Sophomore Mark Parrish took a
rebound from senior Dave Paradise and shuffled
it across the crease to Cullen who put it home.
Less than a minute into the second period,
SLU tied things up at 1-1, but the Huskies would
take the lead at the 2:56. Sophomore forward
Jason Goulet put away a rebound on' the power
play to give SCSU in front 2-1".
Junior Sacha Molin widened the lead to 3-1,
scoring his fourth goal of the season. SLU came
back to make the· score 3-2 before the second
stanza expired.
"They are a pretty good club and kept coming
back," SCSU head coach Craig Dahl said. 'They
wouldn't lay down and die when they got
behind."
The Huskies added two goals in a 35-second
span in the third period to put the Saints away
and seal the sweep. Parrish scored his first goal
of the season, and freshman Josh DeWolf tallied
the first goal of his collegiate career not long
after.
"We've got a pretty baJanced team out there/ '
Cullen said. "We've got a lot of good players and
even the defensemen are scoring goaJs. It's nice
to have that dimension this year."

Our defenders stepped up for us and did very well
on a whole all weekend.
Matt Cullen

SCSU SoPHOMORE FORWARD
It didn't take the Huskies long Friday night to and we kept on knocking all night."
establish themselves, scoring two goals in the
Best cited Friday's quick start to it being
first two minutes of the game.
SLU's season opener. "It was their first game and
Senior defenseman Randy Best scored 33 we knew they would be worried about making
seconds into the contest, blasting a shot from the mistakes so we had to jump on them early," Best
point past SLU goaltender John Bracco.
said. "It think those first two goaJs scared them."
''I was kind of shocked that I scored," Best
The Huskies tended to score two goals in a
said. "It was a surprise, but a pleasant surprise." short amount of time, a trend Cullen said he
At the 1:54 mark, SCSU freshman forward doesn't mind, but it is something SCSU isn't
Matt Bailey made it 2-0, converting a pass from · going to expect.
Cullen for Bailey's first collegiate goal.
"We're not going to score two goals every
'That felt great. That's something I've been shift, but we've got to keep going and coming at
waiting for for a long time," Bailey said. "It's them," Cullen said. "If you work hard, things
thanks to Cullen for that, though. He did it all."
will happen."
SCSU scored two more goals in the second
In order for the defense to continue playing
period in a span of I :33. Senior forward Dave well, the forwards will also have to help out,
Paradise scored a power-play goal at 8:01 of the Dahl said.
period and Molin made it 4-0 at 9:34.
·
"We've ·got quite a bit of talent up front,"
Two third period goals by SLU stymied the Dahl said. "If we can get our foiwards to
shutout bid by junior goaltender Brian Leitza, rememberthatdefenseispartoftheganie, we'll
who finished with 19 saves.
be all right."
The only Husky lapses came early in the
"As forwards, we always have to come back
second period and late·- in tJle third, but Paradise and backcheck on defense," Bailey said. "It may
said SCSU was pleasantly consistent overall.
look like the defense is not doing well, but it is
"It was a big thing for us to establish the really the forwards that aren't helping out."
forecheck and to make the easy passes," Paradise
SCSU stands at 1-1 ·0 in the Western
said. "Our main objective was the defensive.zone Collegiate Hockey Association and is 3-1-0
when we get up by a couple goals and we knew overall. The Huskies travel to Colorado College
if we could handle the puck, we'd be all right."
Friday and Saturday for a tou:gh return to
The series against SCSU was the first games conference play.
of the season for SLU, a factor that may have
''We had a pretty good weekend on the road
played into the Husky sweep.
in Wisconsin and we're coming around," Cullen
'They could have been nervous bi.Jt it could said. "We played pretty well this weekend
have been a lot of things," Paradise said. "We (against SLU) and just kept coming at them.
really didn't give them much time to do '."1ything Hopefully we can carry that through to CC."

The SCSU volleyball team had
plenty of reasons to celebrate this
weekend.
The Huskies rallied on "Parents
Night" Friday to defeat the
University ·of Northern Colorado
15-5. 11-15, 15-3, 16-14,
SCSU utilized a strong
defensive effort ~nd one of their
best service games this year to
defeat the Bears in four games.
"Serving is always the key
against any team," said senior Cami
Selbitschka. "We didn't have to
play - that much offense tonight
because of how well we were
serving and our defense."
The Huskies were led by
Selbi~hka's ·1s kills and IO digs,
along with a team total of nine
service aces for the match.
"It was nice to see our service
aces increase," said SCSU head
coach Dianne GlowalZke. "More
importantly, it was better to ~ our
service errors decrease."
Saturday was the last regular
seasqn home match for the careers
of Selbitschka, Heather Modean,
Courtney Powers and Sarah Winter.
SCSU faced
fourth-ranked
University of Nebraska-Omaha,
who came into· the match with a
record ·of 24-1 overall and 10-1 in
the North Central Conference.
After falling behind early in the
first game 7-1, the Huskies rallied
behind the solid hitting of
Selbitschka and sophomore Shelly
Geyen to take the first game 15-10.
After an emotional first-~ame
victory, the Huskies fell behind in
the second game , 14-0. SCSU
rallied to score eight straight points,
but UNO won the game 15-8.
In the third game, UNO
overpowered SCSU, winning 15-1.
"It was frustrating falling behind
by such a big margin," Mexican
said. "It really makes it that much
harder to come back when you faJI
behind like that."
In the fourth game, the Huskies
were more competitive from the
outset and were in a 9-9 tie. With
the score tied, the Huskies put
Winter into the game and she
seemed to be the mis.sing piece.
Winter served five straight
service points giving scsu a 14-9
lead the Huskies won 15-9.
The fifth and deciding game was
dominated by the Huskies. SCSU
took the fifth game 15-8 as the
seniors stepped up in the final
game.
The Husky sweep keeps their
post-season regional tournament
alive as they improved their record
to 17-9 overall and 9-5 NCC.
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Homecoming victory brings sweet revenge
said setlior defensive lineman Cory

by Kerry Collins

quarter, but Bouman put things out
of reach with a 49-yard scamper at
7:45 of the fourth. ·
'_'We just called a naked bootleg
run for Todd and · everyone just
senior quarterback Todd Bouman came to me on the fake," Martin
led the charge, illshing for two said.
On what proved to be the
touchdowns and passing for
another. Martin led all rushers with winning score, Bou,nl)n faked the
hand-off to Martin and turned and
118 yards on the ground.
Because of Martin's success this ran down the left'"sideline for the
season, he said the Bears were score. With only one man to beat,
keying on him too much, opening the SCSU quarterback easily faked
the door for Bouman to have a big him out en route to the end zone.
Fish added another field goal, and
day.
"They were putting eight guys the defense did the rest to ensure the
up on the line trying to stop me," win.
"Everytime we gave the offense
Martin said. "We knew we had to
passtowinandTodd(Bouman)had the ball; we set up touchdowns,"
Cramlet said. 'That was the
a great day."
SCSU got on the board.first with difference today that we weren't
a 20.-yard field goal from freshman making earlier this season. When
kicker Neil Fish, but the Bears we were losing earlier this season,
would take a 7-3 lead at the close of we weren't getting any turnovers or
big plays."
the first quarter.
Saturday's rain favored the
At the 10:31 mark of the second
quarter, Bouman hit sophomore SCSU garrie, slowing the fastpaced
UNC offense, Peters said.
receiver Mike McKinney with an
"The field has been soft and wet
eight-yard strike to cap a 15 play .
drive that gobbled 6:28 off the all week during practice so we
clock. A field goal by each team in knew what it was like,".Peters said.
the final minute of regulation left "It may have been softer than usual,
SCSU with a 13-10 lead at the half. but it really didn't give us any
UNC running back Billy trouble."
The Huskies travel to the
Holmes rushed in his second
touchdown of the day, giving the University of Nebraska - Omaha
Bears a 17-13 lead midway through Saturday. UNO is the top team in
the third quarter. Bouman added his the NCC and the biggest surprise
first touchdown run nearly three with a 5-1 record in the conference.
"We've got to be mentally
minutes later to close the thirdprepared for them," Martin said.
period scoring.
Bear kicker Mike Schauer tied "It's a long bus ride down there and
thescoreat20.-20earlyinthefourth they are a very good team. "
Peters, who also collected a sack.

SPORTS EDITOR

· "We're really in the thick of things
For almost a year, the 30-27 loss right now in this conference."
to. the University of Northern
On the other side of the football,
Colorado in the closing seconds of
the game last season has been on
the minds of the Huskies.
•
The SCSU football team

savored _some revenge in a 30-20

Julia PetersonlPHaro EDrTOR
SCSU senior quarterback Todd Bouman scrambles to pass in
the third quarter Saturday against the University of Northern
Colorado. The Huskies defeated the Bears 30-20 for their third
North Central Conference win in a row.

All
Hallows
Day

homecoming victory over the
University of Northern Colorado
Saturday on a wet field that did not
dampen the Husky spirit.
"That was a very nice win," said
senior running back Randy Martin.
'They wrecked the playoffs for us
last year ind now we did the same
thing for them." ·
"We got 'em back." said senior
defensive lineman Adam Cramlet.
"And it's always nice to win on
homecoming."
Big plays on defense led to the
Husky victory. The SCSU defense
came up with two S{l,Cks fora loss of
30 yards, an interception and a stuff
on the one-yard line on fourth-andgoal in the second quarter.
Cramlet led the Husky defense,
picking up the interception, a sack,
a fumble recovery and making the
tackle on the fourth-and-goal from
the one.
"We didn't care who did what,
we just had to make the plays,"
Cramlet said. "I was just being the
guy to make the plays."
The win was the third North
Central Conference victory in a row
for the Huskies (3-3 NCC, 4-4
overall).
'That was a huge win for us,"

Getan

out•of•sight
late•nite•bite!

A Day for honoring
the unsainted Saints

BtBfJT~
SUBS
CLUBS

Mas times: 12 noon & 7 pm

WIim ,.,,,,

c~R1

Newman
Center

G-]
+

""'fJtdr,,,,,,...

Salurday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.rn., ll:15a.m, 8p.m.
Mass & Evcnls 251-3261
Offic:c 251-3260

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Your own personal space.
ADVERTISE HERE.
Call the Chronicle advertising gurus at

~@@=~®®®

We Deliver Delicious to Your Door!'"
8 N. 5TH AVE
ST. CLOUD

253-996)
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
WCHAHOCUY ='"""""""""
~

C!mtru.<lml!ll
4--0--0
3-1-0
2-2-0
2-2--0
2-2--0
2-2-0

8
6
4

4-0--0
4-2-0
2-2-0
2-2--0
2-2-0

4

2-}-l

l+O
1-3-0

2

3-1-0

Michigan Tech
Dt:nver

!-3--0

Nonh Ihkota

Minneso1a-Duluth
Colorado College
Mi11J'leSOla
WLSCOnSin
Nonhem Michigan

SI Cloud Slate

Alaska-Anchorage

4-3--0
H-0

0-2-0

0

2-2-0

Friday Oct 18 Results
SC.SU 4, SI. l.awrence 2
Nonhem Michigan 3, Colorado College 2

North Dakota 7, Michigan Tt:<:h 3
Minne500!-Duluth 7, Minnes«a 4
Wisconsin 8, Denver 3

Satunf9y Oct 19 Brvdlf
SCSU 5, SI. Lawrence 2

Colorado College 5, 'Nonhern Michigan 2
North Dakota 4, Michigan Tech 3

Minn<:SO!a 4, Minnesota-Duluth 2
Denver

3, Wisconsin 2

--

Shots: SLU 5-5-11-21; SCSU 8-8-10-26
Goaltenden, SLU - Bracco (12 saves, 4
goals), Heffier (JO saves, 0 goals); SCSU Lc:iua (19 saves, 2 goals)
Power pby: SLU 0-5; scsu HI

First Period: SCSU -

Cullen 1 (Parrish,

Soots; SLU 4-7-10--21: SCSU 16.7-7-30.
Goaltenders: SLU - Bracco (22 saves, 5
goals). Heffler (5 saves. 0 goals); SCSU l.ideen saves, 1 goaO; Meyer 02 saves, 1
goal).
Power play, SI.U 1-5; SCSU 2·7

a

Nov I a,uJ 2 kde1

1:54

scsu -

Paradise

S1. Ck>uJ State at Color.ido O:>l!ege
Minnesot3atWLSCOnsin
Northern Michigan at North Dakota
Michigan Tech at Ala5ka-Anchor.ige
Denver at Clark.son

I

NCC Foonw.L"""""'"""'""""

Molin 3

(Cullen), 9,'4.

-

Digs: Sdbitschka, 12; Viger, 12
INDIVIDUAL STATS--

Passing: UNC--Beck
17-40-1
181;
SCSU--Oouman 12-27-2 86
Rushing: UNG-Holmes 11-39, Chicarelli
5--28, Beck 12-24, Vivens 1-15, Daniels6.27;
SCSU-Martin 33-118, Bouman 8-46,
Williamsl--5.
Recdvlng., UNC--Haase 5-50, Kensinger
5-60, Vivens 3--12, Holmes 1-12, Daniels 1·3,
Chicarelli 1-24, Casco 1-11; SCSU-McKinney 4-36, Flanigan 3--20, Bl=r 1-14,
Williams 2-7, Hillman 1·9, Martin 1-0

St Cloud Slate 30, Northern Color.ido 20
South Dakota State 31. Morning;ide 13
NebrJSka-Omaha 31, August;ma 28
North Dakota 29, South DakOla. 6
North DakOla State 48, Mankato State 27
IRJSKIF.S 30, NORlHERN OOI.ORADO 20
UNC ........................7 3 7 3 - 20
......... 3 10 7 10--30

fatyntay Nov 2 Games
SCSlJ at Nebraska-Omaha

scsu ...

South Dakota State at Northern Colorado
Mankato State at August.ma
Morning.side at Nonh DakOla
North Dakota State at South Dakota

SCORING-First qua,ter: SCSU--Fish 20 field goal,
6:17
UNC--Holmes 1 run (Schauer kick), 2:09.

-•=

NCC YOUAYIWJ.=

SCSU--McKinney 8 ~ from BoumaM
(Fish kkk), 10:31
UNG-Schauer 27 field goal, 0:47.
SCSU--Fish 36 field goal, 0:15.

~
HUSKIE.5 3, NOR111ERN COWRADO 1
CNC .•••..•••..•••..•••••••••••••••••.••••.•••• : ,

Thlnlquancr

:~

~S

!!

UNC-Holmes 15 run (Schauer kkk),

(Molin), 8:01, ppg; SCSU SLU

0-2
2-5

Second Period, SLU - Poopst I
(Ca.5sidy, Difran='iCO), :55, ppg; SCSU - J.
Goulet 1 (Vicari. Bailey), 2:~, ppg; SCSUMolin 4 (Parrish, DeWolf), 7:51; SW -·
Gonion 1 (Windle, Ward), 18,26.
Third Period: SCSU - Parrish I (Cullen,
Deffl:llO, 5:39; SCSU - De'.X\::llf 1 (Vicari
Cullen), 6:13.

F irst Period: SC.SU - Bes! I (Marl.stuen),
33; SCSU - Bailey I (Cullen, McLaughlin),

Third Period:

2
2

Paradilic), 17:25. ppg

___,,

Pw:;riod:

.. 0
.... l

3-3 .. . ... 4-3
..... 3·3 ......... 4-4
2-4..
.. 3--5
. .. 2-4 ....... 3-5
o-6.
. .1·7

Satun:la:v Oct. 26Rew1tr

~

HffiKJE-5 5, ST. lAWRENCE 2
SLU
SCSU....

HUSKIFS 4, ST. LAWRENCE 2
SLU ..................................0
0 2-2
SC.SU
2
2 0-4

second

North Dako!a State
St.Cloud State
MankatoState.
August.ma .
Morningside

McGrath

l

(Windle), 11:08; SLU Prier 1 (Prpic, Creurer),

13:55

=-

Nebraska-Omaha .
South Dakota State
South Dakota . .
Northern Colorado.
Nonh DakOla. ..

"""'
Onnll
5-1 ......... 7-1
5-1 ...
6.2
. 4-2 ........... 6.2

Kills:Selbitschka, 18; Viger, II; Powen;.
IL
Setting: Modean, 43 assists.
Blocks: Shanblon, l solo, 2 assists.
Scrving: Sl:rohschein, 2 aces; Nawataya,
2aces;Pellman, 2aces.
Digs: Selbitschka, JO.

7-04.
SCSU--&:luman 8 run (Fish kick), 4:18.
Fourthqu,rttt
LINC-Schauer 36 field goal, 14:49.
SCSU--Bouman 49 run (Fish kick), 7:45.
SCSU--Fish 26 field goal, 1:14
TEAM STATS-

UNC SCSU
fast downs .. - - - - • "
17
Ru.mes/yards ................35/133 44/169
Pas.sing yards ....................... .181
86
Tctaloffense .............................314
255
Penalties/yards.....
. ..9/ffJ 7/55
Fumbles/lost ........ ................... 3/3
0/0
Punts/average ....... .........3/50
5/35.4

~
HUSKIES 3, NEBRA',KA-OMAHA 2

UNO ... ................. 10 15 15 9 8
SCSU...
.15 8
1
15 15
Kills: Selbitschka, 20
Setting: Modean, 57 assists
Blocks: Pellman, 8 assists
Serving: Winter, 2 aces; Mooean, 2 aces.

. ___,
Nebraska,,-Omaha at Waym: Statt:

Wednesday Nor 6
Southwest Stale at Augustana
Bemidji Stace at North Dakcta

NCClocca""'"""""""""""""

-

Friday Oct 2S Resu4

HUSKIF.S J, MOORHEAD STATE 1 (201)
MSU ...
.......0 0 I 0--1

scsu

O O O 1-1

F lrsthalf: Noscoring

Second half: No scoring

. First
93:51.

~

MSU--Derosier (Sibell),

Second overtime, SCSU--Johnson
(Holmes), 119:52
·,
Shots: MSU 13, SCSU 27; Saves: MSU
(Gresen) 17, SCSU (Halverson) 9; Fouls:
MSU 3, SCSU 10
~
Bemidji State at St. Cloud Sta.te, 4 p.m

multimedia, sound and graphics.

Powerful and affordable
all-in-one desktop.

Power Macintosh 7600

Power Macintosh® 5400CD"'

•Videoinplil
• 16MB RMI - J.2GB Internal Ilard Drive
•!ntemal CD-ROJI
• /6,bi/ stereo sound in/ouJ
•Multiple Scan 15 display and keyboard

• 120J/Hz PowerPC 604 Processor

• 120 MHz PowerPC {x}Je Pro,.:e'jS()r

• lnternt1! at CD-ROM
• 16MB RAM· J.{i(;B Internal /lard Drive
• 15" C,o/or Display & keyboarri included
•BuilNn stereo speaker & microphone

Live it.

Surf it.

. Mobile computing - anytime, anywhere.
Macintosh PowerBook 190cs,..
• <x,/33 MHz Gil.(1)4(} Processor
• Bui fl.in 16'bit C/J.quillity Sound
• Dua/.51:an C,o/or Display
• Fufl·size keiboard
• 'm MB Jniemal flard Drive

Th.e complete Internet setup.
Power Macintosh 7200
• 120 MIiz fbwerPC (i)J Processor
• 16MB RMf · 12GB Internal Hard Drive
•3 PO Slots• Internal CD-ROM
•Buill·inEJbernet
•Multiple Scan 15 diS{ia)' and keyboard

Q_Ej:j1J9List,,-$ 1,691
• $ 1,948
$ 2,566
$ 963
$329
$257

•

.

.

'

Computer Store - St. Cloud State University
Engineering and Computing Center Room 101 - .Barn - 4pm (M-F)
http:/ /WWW-ACS-STORESTCWUD. MSUS.EDU/

~

.

•. ,Apple Computer, Inc.
Visit us on the Internet at http://campus.apple.com
Cl1996Apple ComputCT, loc. All Rights reserved. Apple, the Apple Logo and Macintosh are rrgiscered trademarks
of Apple Computer, Inc. All Macintosh COOlputcrs are designt"d to be accessible to indi-'iduals 11oith dis.lbility.

Q uantitie s may~ limited. Save $100 with purchase of StyleW riter; offer valid through November I, 1996.

.

~
SI:. Cloud State al North Dakota Sl:ate
Mankato Sl:ate at North l}akota
South Dakota S!:ate at Nonhem Colorado
Augustana at Nebr.I.Ska-Omaha
South Dakota at Morningside Invitational

f!~Y it.

Run it.

Power Macintosh 5400
Power Macintosh 7200
Power Macintosh 7600
Macintosh PowerBook 190cs
Color StyleWriter 2500
Color StyleWriter 1500

~

St. Cloud State at North Dakota
Mankato State at North Dakota State
South Dakota State at Nebr.I.Ska-Omaha
Augu.stana at Northern Color.ido
South Dakota at Morning.side Invitational
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SCSU spare~ tie with late goal
'The slump in the first half really hurt us," said
coach Shellee Lamie. "We took shots, but not good
shots on goal."
'The shots just weren't going in," Johnson said.
Eight ·w~ enough for the SCSU women's soccer
team on Homecoming Friday at Halenbeck Field "Moorhead kept getting in the way."
Lamie said in the second half SCSU played down to
against Moorhead State University.
Eight seconds is what remained on· the clock in the level of Moorhead and got into a boot ball game.
"It
was clearly obvious who was the better team,"
double overtime as junio"r midfielder Amy Jo Johnson
scored on a header from senior Kelli Holmes. The goal Lamie sald. "It's a game we slim.ild've won."
The lengthy game took• its toll on the players
·tied the game which en<Jed in a 1-1 deadlock.
"I looked up at the clock and there was 12 minutes Johnson said.
left and then all of a sudden it was under one minute," • "Our strategy was to run them a lot and we also got
Johnson said. "'lime was against us and we knew we tired (due to the length of the game)," Johnson said.
"We were the team expected to win, _but it was better
needed to score."
The Huskles had to battle back from a 1-0 Dragon's than a loss."
The Huskies' record is now 5-9-2. SCSU will not
lead after freshman Shauna Derosier scored a goal in
qualify for a playoff spot in the North Central Region
rhe first overtime.
this
year.
.
'.
SCSU outshot Moorhead 14-5 in the first half and .
Assistant coach Matt McGregor said to make the
27- 13 for the game, but none found their way in the net
until Johnson's goal. Dragon freshman goalkeeper • playoffs, a team needs to be close IO undeafeated.
SCSU has two remaining games left and both are at
Missy Oresen finished with a strong game, recording
home. Bemidji State University travels here at 4 p.m. .
17 saves.
Oct.
29 and the University"" of Minnesota ~ Duluth
Sophomore goalkeeper Alyssa Halverson also had a
Comes down at I p.m. Nov. 2.
good game with nine saves.

by Brian Wierima
STAFF WRITER

GE1TING HER DRUNK ISN'T THE SA.ME
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Pumpkins reflect
and symbolize
the spirit of the
ancient festival
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Families trek to the country each
autumn to choose a pumpkin from
the patch and carve it into the
grinning, glowing head which

decorates most doorsteps during the
celebration of Halloween.
The Halloween celebration
began 2,(X)() years ago with the
Celtic people living in Ireland, the
United Kingdom and northern

France.
Their festival

and bonfires

celebrated the start of their new year
and honored Samhain, the Celtic
lord of death.

"The celebration marked the
beginning of the season of cold,
darkness and decay. It naturally
became associated with human

· death... Samhain allowed the souls
of the dead to return to their earthly
homes for this evening," writes

Carol Bain in the 1995 World
Book
Encyclopedia
article
"Halloween."
Around 800 A.D., the Christian
church named Nov. I All Saint's
Day.
A mass, called Allhallowmas,
was said the evening before. Soon
this celebration night became
known as All Hallow's Eve, or All
Hallow E'en.
The festival has evolved into a
night of merriment and celebration.
Children dress in costumes and
trick-or-treat. People throw parties
while kids play pranks and try to
spook each other.
"Most of the crucial activities scaring· trickery.
bonfires,
fireworks - occur after sundown. It

UNTVliRSlnChroniclezH
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is a nighttime festival. And the
nights are punctuated by fires from the candles in the turnip
lanterns, the fireworks in the sky
and the bonfire on the field," writes
Ervin Beck in The Folklore of World
Ho_lidays.
'
The candlelit Jack-O-Lantem
originated in England and Ireland.
People would carve beets, potatoes
and turnips for use as lanterns on
Halloween night
An Irish legend links the JackO-Lantem to one man.
The legend says Jack's stingy,
miserly ways caused him to be
barred from he.iven when he died.
He was banned from hell because
of practical jokes he'd played on the
devil.
He was condemned to roam the
earth with only a Jack-O-Lantem to
light his way until Judgement
Day.
The Jack-O-Lantem custom,
lraveled to the United States with
European immigrants. Eventually,
pumpkins were carved instead of
the traditional vegetables.
Pumpkins are the round, obl6ng•
fruit of the vinelike plants in the
Cucurbitceae gourd family.
The common pumpkin, used in
carving
and
decoration,
originated in the tropical areas of
America where it was planted by
American Indians.
Pumpkins are planted in late
May. Cutting and picking is done in
the autumn months, according
to Trese Willenbring, owner
of Produce Acres in Cold
Spring.
A different variety of pumpkin is
used in pumpkin pies and other
pumpkin dishes. "A pie pumpkin is
a little bit smaller, and it's a little bit
darker
orange,"
Willenbring
said.
The Jack-O-Lantem is a symbol
which reflects both aspects of
the Halloween festival - a harvest
party and a celebration honoring
magic,
prophecy
and
the
supernatural.

Sophomore Troy Schaefer sorts through pumpkins at Uttley's
Pumpkin Patch in Southhaven Saturday afternoon to find a
carving pumpkin for lfalloween:

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PffaTOGRAPHER

Ghost stories haunt campus history
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Creepy tales whispered in the dark and
passed among friends •give chill to the
evenings and lend buildings character.
Tales like these surround Riverview and
Shoemaker Hall.
Retired professor John Bovee, and Judo
Andersen, fonnerly one of the janitors for
Riverview, both encountered a high-heeled
ghost while working alone in Riverview.
Bovee heard the ghost's clicking high
heels in 1968, while working around 11 p.m
one night. He was alone, and went to
investigate. He could find no source for the
noises and decided to leave as the noise
moved down the haJI and towards the door.

"'The floor here is made of granite and
it made a large noise that would
echo throughout the · building," said
Richard Dillman, professor of English, of
the Riverview ghost stories he's heard,
but never experienced.
Andersen's experience was similar.
It happened IO years after Bovee's.
The
clicking
noise
bCgao
at
approximately 10:45 p.m. The footsteps
traveled a similar path. Still, the spectre did
not assume a visual fonn in either
instance.
"I think they're more 'the storytelling part
of campus - the folklore," said Gerald
Mertens, associate professor of psychology.
Riverview was built in 1911. It creaks and
groans and houses mysterious noises

common to older buildings.
"It lends itself to stories of haunting,"
Mertens said, adding that he'd never heard
stories of a murder or death occurring in the
building.
Mertens said an important factor in
determining the validity of the story is the
source's credibility and other elements, such
as setting and possible causes.
"We have this poetic license to make it
interesting when facts are dull," Mertens
ex;plained.
Shoemaker Hall served as one of L:.!
primary dormitories when SCSU was a
teacher's college. Its ghost is known as
"Pepe."
"Pepe" is the spirit of a woman who hung
herself in the meatlocker of the old

Shoemaker cafeteria, after becoming
pregnant and being rejected by _her lover and
family, according to John Allen, junior and
resident advisor in Shoemaker.
"One of the most famous things it's done
and continues to do is shut off people's alann
clock the first day they're here," said Allen.
Recently, staff members doing rounds
discovered "Pepe" reading in the B-20
offices, which are located in the old
kitchen. Allen said quotes highlighted in the
open texts laying in the offices pertained to
the woman's situation and suicide.
The spirit is also known to lift objects,
create cold spots and make· spontaneous
appearances.
"She usually doesn't do any harm to
anybody," Allen said. "She never has."

UNI\!ERSITY Chronicle

Steve Br<>wn, lead singer of the Minneapolis band Johnny Clueless, entertained the crowd at Friday night's Homecoming
con<>ert in Halenbeck Hall. Citizen King opened for Johnny Clueless at the double feature concert.
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" This Ain ' t Video" International Film Series
7 p.m. Nov. 7. 14
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Co-spomoredw1chThf(leparrmrntofTl!l'atreaJ1dfilmsrudies

~B arefoo t Gen- (Japan. 1983, Keiji Nalrnzawa) 7 p.m. Nov. 7
A master work of Japanese a nimoHon. this film tells the autobiographical
story of the Hiroshima bombing through the eyt's of o boy who lived
through the tragedy. The harrowing. disturbing imagery is NOT
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Free Rec Nig ht
7-10 p.m. Nov. 5
Atwood Rec Center

recommended for children.

-f_nier the DraQ'on- (PG)
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NRu mble in the Bronx- (R) ·
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Atwood Theate r- Admitta nce wilh SCSU JD

4 p.m.
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Mississippi Music Fest CoQ.rdinator
Responsibility: Coordinate the Mississippi Music
Fest at Riversjde Park on May 4. 1997
Applications: Due 4 p.m. Nov. 8. in Atwood 118

:
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Oceanworb/Mixed Media
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:open M,c Night 8 Pm Oct 29 The Quarry
!Election Night Special Featuring Storyh,II
:(formerly Chris and Johnny)
:8p.m. )'Jot1. 5 The Quarry

By Fred Polesat

:
Oct. ~I - Dec. I~ in the Atwood Gallery
: Opemng Reception: 3-4:30 p.m . Oct. 21
:Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m .-4 p.m.
:Hand Painted Si/fl by Mareth Sullivan

[We _
w(II report election results while you listen to :
~he gre'at guitar and vocal sounds ofStoryhHJ. __
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(I) Erikd Vickers and Jenny Patrick
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Watching fihns celebrates HaU.oween fright
by Billy. Whalen
STAFF WRITER

Imagine the sound of the
wind, knocking and blowing the
branches of a nearby tree against
the window of the house or
apartnient.

through a door in the film. Every
person in the room jumps in fright.
Although this was not an actual
situation, it is more than likely that
most students have viewed a
spooky movie.
When All Hallow's Eve
arrives, not only will students be
atter-ding
costume
parties
and visiting the bars, many
of them will be ransacking
the nearest video store's horror
section.
For
many
students,

Massacre," "Friday the 13th," etc.),
are ~mong the ch9sen fonns ·
of entertainment to celebrate

the Halloween seasofl.

In the past few weeks,
employees
at
Premiere
Video, which recently changed
its name to Moovies, haVe
observed a steady increase of horror
film ientals
Thunder booms during the late
'The
more
popular
fall stom1, and a •flash of lightning
films rented lately have been "From
lights up the darkened room
Dusk Ti!' Dawn" and ''The
filled with people watching "The
Children of the Corn" series," said
Shining."
'The Shining," along with other Ali Anderson of Premiere
"Here's
Johnny!"
Jack horror flicks (''The Amityville Video.
Nicholson shouts. An axe breaks Horror," "The Texas Chainsaw
Video
Update
has
~ - - - - - - - - - ~ ~- -- ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- ~

Students share f'tlm favorites
by Billy Whalen
STAFF WRITER

Various SCSU students were
asked which were the scariest and
funniest horror films they had ever ·

Funniest
''None of them, because I hate
horror films"
-Kristy Quickstad, senior
Child's Play
"It's cheesy and it's funny.
'- -Becky Trout, junior

Attack of the Killer Tomatoes
"It's funny because vegetables
are trying to take over the
Earth."
-Aaron Herzberg, senior
Poltergeist Tril<>g)'
-Ali Anderson, employee of
Premiere Video, junior
· Stephen King's IT
"It's corny and it is supposed to
be a horror but it's not."
-Steve Whalen, sophomore

disturbing that it was hard to go
to sleep after I watched it"
-Chad Gennann, senior

Devil and his child"
-Ali Anderson, employee of
Premiere Video, junior

C3ndyman
''It was the scariest (film I've
seen). I hate that movie.
Especially
when
he
says
'Candyman,
Candy man,
Candyman'. Oh I hate thal part.
Don't watch it by yourself."
-Becky Trout, junior

The Puppet Masters
"It freaked me out pretty bad. I
just don't like horror."
- Mike Miller, freshman

Salem's Lot
''It's really, really wiggy"
- Matt Lenz, senior
Friday the 13th
"I don'l know why, they just

scare me."
-Kristy Quickstad, senior
Hellraiser
"Because its so much blood
and guts in it. And I have a
fear . of needles and Pinhead
scares the hell out of me."
-Aaron Herzberg, senior

HeUraiser
"It was visually incredibly

1996-97 season
'From The M.im,ppi
Delta'
October 31-November 17

American Werewolf in London
"It just scared me. No particular

reason."
-Lisa Frish, employee of Video
Update, senior

Scariest

The New
Tradition
Theatre

The Omen
"Just because it's about the

University Chronicle
ADVERTISING

255-3943
CLASSIFIEDS

255-4086
CAIL TODAY!

'The Gift of.The Magi'
December 5-22
•A Christmas c.ror
December 12-22

The more popular films rented lately
have been "From Dusk Til' Dawn" and
'The Children of the Corn" s,eries."
Ali Anderson
PREMIERE VIDEO .EMPLOYEE

recently witnessed an increase in
the renting of horror films, in
particular the newly . released
"Halloween: The Curse of Michael
Myers."
Other films which have
been rented out on regular
occasion are the "Alien" film series
and the ''Traces of Death" film
· series.
Both stores have many groups of
students come in to check out these
types of fihns.

"We . get a little of both
(men and women) but mainly
couples," Lisa Frisch, employee of
Video Update, said.
Whether the intent is to
snuggle up close to a girlfrienl or
boyfriend and watch a classic
horror film, or simply to sit around
and
watch
the
most
gruesome horror films with friends,
spooky movies are a long
standing
tradition
on
Halloween.

Looking to raise funds
for your group or
organization?
Plasma donation is .safe and easy, and
because your donation is so important, you will
be compensated for your time.
Call for an appointment or more .
information today. 259-6300
Community Bio-Resources
2019 Stearns Way
St. Cloud, MN 56303
(320)259-6300
Bring in this ad for a $5.00
Bonus on your 1st donation.
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"Di.ddgitty Doo"

For Career Information
Call
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612-654-5089

."l'be Aapem Papers'
Mayl-18

,

TICKET PRICES ·
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EDITORIAL

The Homecoming
Riots of '96 didn't
happen because
of police, students
"Disorderly students tested law enforcement agencies' mettle
Friday and Saturday nights as officers attempted to restore order
to the off-campus area across from Holes, Steams and Case
Halls."
"Final figures released from the St. Cloud Police Department
Sunday showed the weekend's rioting resulted in the arrest of
34 SCSU students and 26 people with no affiliation to the
university."
The above paragraphs are from University Chronicle on Oct. ·
18, 1988.
Rumors were flying before this year's Homecoming
weekend that there would be a riot, revisiting the disturbances
that occurred during Homecoming weekend of '88. Some
SCSU students, even before they became inebriated, proclaimed
~ey were going to show people just what they thought of the

Gl!E.STlissAY
KRISTIN SMITH, ON-LINE EDITOR

Apology from freshmen

football players insufficient

crackdowns on house parties and the university's off-campus
disciplinary policy. Fortunately for SCSU, its students and the
St. Cloud community, they did not.
It's frustrating to see the
Nothing tangible will make
than acceptable.
unfortunate twist of human
It's one thing to sincerely
a difference now. Let bygones
Yes, there was a burning garbage dumpster and a few arrests
be bygones. Instead, we want
nature that happens so often in apologize for a wrong-doing,
were made. AQd yes, there were mobs of howling drunk
you to learn from your
society - that something bad but it's another iss_ue entirely
students staggering around outside the downtown bars.
to whip up a handwritten note mistakes. We want you to
needs to happen before
However, the St. Cloud Police Department deserves a hearty
over the morning
understand the importance of
recognition of a
congratulations for exercising remarkable restraint, as do the
coffee to keep the
education on social issues.
wrongful action can
SCSU students for not pushing the police too far.
public
off
your
back.
Y,,,e
want you to be responsible
occur.
Despite what many think of the police department's recent
For the last month
I'd also wager the and mature in your actions, as
crackdown on underage drinking and house parties, their
or so, 'it has become
freshmen football
well as willing to listen behavior over Homecoming weekend was impressive. They
players didn't even
really listen - to what's
apparent that the
watched carefully on the sidelines, letting the revelers blow off
going
on around you.
issue
of
freshmen
see
the
letter.
They
steam, and quietly dispersed the crowds in the early morning,
certainly didn't -sign
It's not my intention to trod
football players
not reacting to shouted verbal assaults.
it,
but
yet
we,
as
upon
the
feet of the freshmen
disrupting a sexual
The students, to their credit, did not force the police into
football players or the athletic
infonnation
taking severe action either. However, this Homecoming was still assault training
seminar is just not going away . consumers, are just supposed
department staff, but this issue
slightly different than those in ~ent years. There was a certain
to accept the spoon-feeding
is far too important to be
- and with good reason. The
tension in the air, especially on the part of members of the
brushed under the rug and
situation
provoked
an
article
and
go
along
our
merry
ways
university administration, the St. Cloud community and
which detailed the events and, without so much as a
forgotten. It's even worse to
members of the local news media.
in turn, inspired an apology
backward glance or a moment let the department staff speak
Let's address this "party school" ima.ge SCSU has gained.
for critical review.
for students. Hiding from
letter from the freshmen
The so-called Homecoming Riots of 1988 did a lot to increase
football players and further
It takes a lot of courage for problems or ignoring them
tension between the campus and the St. Cloud community, as
will not make
commentary from a student. It individuals to
well as re-enforcing SCSU's "party school" image. However,
would seem, on the surface,
them go away.
stand before an
there are countless schools around the nation that have been
that this issue should be
audience and
Submitting a
called "party schools." Those who believe· SCSU is some
closed, finished, kaput,
talk about
feeble apology
special hotbed of debauchery that would even impress Caligula
for the sake of
Not in my mind.
being victims
Hidingfrom
needs a heavy dose of reality.
The apology letter, which
satisfying a
of sexual
Granted, people who run house parties for profit are being
problems
or
appeared in the Oct. 15
assault. When
nagging
both mercenary and exploitative. However, this is not a
edition of University
the receiving
ignoring them conscience
phenomenon unique to St. Cloud. Does that make it any less
won't resolve
Chronicle, was downright
end exhibits
relevant? No, not necessarily.
will not make
them either.
pathetic. Aside from the. fact
mockery and
The news media is certainly not guiltless in propagating
that it looked like it was taken lewd gestures
Without the
them go away.
SCSU's "party school" stigma, especially the Twin Cities news
cognitive
directly from a book, I'd
instead of
media. They approached their coverage of the rising tensions in wager a guess it's the
cooperation
of
everyone
warmth and support, it's a sad
this area with a sick glee that is particularly dispiriting. Any
including those who don't
handiwork of the athletic
and infuriating thing to
chance they can get of promoting SCSU as a party school
think the world's problems
public relations_coordinator of witness.
seems to excite them to no end.
affect them - innocent
the office setretary. It was a
Since the apology letter
Many things could have happened this weekend, but they
.nice gesture, but the very fact
was a somewhat futile attempt humans will continually
didn't. Both the police and the students stayed within tolerable
become victims·or cruel,
that it doesn't appear to be the at redemption, the freshmen
limits of behavior for the most part, so we qm all re~t easy and
senseless and violent crimes.
genuine, collaborative
football players may wonder
move on to more important things.
·
It's time to wake up.
sentiment of the freshmen
what we want from them now.
football players makes it less
And so I respond.

• •
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Grube wrong to
publicize problem

This "problem" that President Grube says SCSU students have with

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UN!VF.llSJ1Y Cbrm1icle.
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drinking is no longer the issue. Grube is taking SCSU degrees and
discrediting them because of the negative image that is being portrayed.

i
I

The students who will graduate this year, and in years to come, will
enter the job market only to hear criticism of SCSU. In the eyes of
companies, firms, employers, etc. accredited programs have lost much of
their prestige. They will see SCSU on resumes and laugh. They will shut
the door on students who have spent years .studying hard at this univ'ersity
to achieve their goals.

With Grube making this drinking issue public, some siudcnts who
came to SCSU because of a specific field are considering transferring to a
university that is not labeled a party school. By doing so, students hope to
enhance their chances of finding a future in their related field of study.
We have all heard President Grube's motto, "SCSU, tradition of
excellence and op!X)ttunity," but at the rate he's going, the tradition will
end 1oday. No longer will SCSU be known for excellence, nor will this
university give students the opportunity to reach their goals.
With Grube seriding the message that SCSU has many problems with
underage drinking and house parties, he is giving the impression that
every SCSU student drinks. By doing so, he is jeopardizing SCSU
students' reputations. To us, this is the real message he is sending to
students, community members, media and future employers.

Kara Pittman
Sophomore
Psychology
Brook Johnson
Sophomore
Business

Anti-Semitic comments
raise ,ethical questions
With the utmost sincerity, without intending to be petty or trivial, I
believe that lhe author of the editorial regarding anti-Semitism (Oct. 15)
missed the ix>int of my letter to the University Chronicle.
Naturally, I was disgusted by Egennan's views. While disturbing, I am
fully cognizant that I am not going to change the Egennans of this world.
My point in the letter was, perhaps, not overtly obvious. It expressed my
frustration on letting the freedom of.speech infringe U!X)n the rights and
well-being of other people. I was questioning the ethics of including
Egennan's letter in the University Chronicle. Was it gcxxljournalism?
Would the Star Tribune or New York Times have printed his letter? It is
my understanding that much thought and deliberation was involved
before Egennan's letter was printed by the staff of University Chronicle,
and I appreciate the cautiousness involved.
When only two criteria arc used to reject a letter for publication (the
cases being if it is JibelouS or obscene), it leaves much room for potential
misuse of the First Amendment. Was it good, ethical and res!X)nsible
journalism to print Egennan:s lies?
Thus,. I criticized the messenger for something I could potentially
change - to make journalists and students of journalism more aware that
the abuse of the First Amendment can give rise to harmful
misunderstandings. Figure it this way: A piece of malicious gossip comes
my way, and I know ii 10 be false. ·If I pass it along, am I, in any way,
more justified than the person who started the gossip?

Cheryl Garama
Graduate student
Economics

Letter Policy
All letters inust include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
Letters over 300 words will not be accepted.
We reserve the right to edit for length and grammar.
Fonn letters will not be accepted.
Please type all letters.

Students who commit crimes
can't expect SCSU to protect them
This letter is addressed to Bill Huston. The law of
the land states that it is illegal for anyone under 21
years-of-age to drink an alcoholic beverage. Anyone
selling to a minor is also breaking the law. You expect
to get a diploma from SCSU and when you do, it
means a lot more than an education. It also represents
the "whole person concept') of who you are. You came
10 class, studied, took tests and perfonned to the
standards of authority placed above you.
SCSU has the right to reason that if ccnain laws
are broken, such as a felony, a student can be
tenninated. What about an alcohol misdemeanor?
What does it _say? You used bad judgement. Now you

want to be treated like an adull, but you still want to
cry like a baby. People who make bad judgements
expect SCSU to say, (after four or five years) this
person has !X)tential. Hire him. Why should SCSU
stick their necks out and say hire him? B_efore long,
SCSU will not only l$c known as the pany school, but
it will also be known as a misdemeanor school. I don't
want this to happen. Mr. Huston, wake up and smell
the coffee (it's legal). You are wrong.

Pat Jagars
Sophomore
History

Pornography distributed by
campus food service organization
Most SCSU students are not aware of where their
hard-earned dollars are headed when they eat on
campus. ARAMARK, an in1emational corporation,
mono(X)lizes the fcxxl service on campus, with the
exception of Hardee's.
In addition to providing food services,
ARAMARK distributes hard-core !X)mography
through their book and magazine distribution division.
When people buy food at The Market, Pizza Hut,
Taco Bell, Zepp's, Gretel's Bakery and Garvey
Commons, they are financially supporting and
contributing to a corporation that makes money from
the exploitation, objectification and dehumanization of
women's and children's bodies.
Pornography perpetuates an atmosphere of
violence against women by presenting and reinforcing
rape myths by showing that women enjoy being
raped, or ask to be raped. Rape and rape myths do not
promote a safe and equal living or educational
environmcnl.
It is time we challenge corporations such as
ARAMARK who appear to have only profits as a
priority and make them accountable. Capitalism in a
democrac)' should not be allowed to compromise the

safety and welfare of the women and children of this
country. We cannot allow our legal system, which
categorizes adult entenainment as free speech and
does not consider the social implications of
(X)rnography, to be the sole guide for our social and
ethical responsibi lity.
For those of you who may be consumers of
ARAMARK products and services and are concerned
about the business practices they are involved in,
please boycott The Market, Pizza Hut, Taco.Bell,
Zepp's, Gretel's Bakery and Garvey Commons.
Hardce's is the only place to eat on campus that is
independent of ARAMARK. There are also places to
cal that are independent of ARAMARK close to
campus, and at approximately the same cost, such as
Subway, Erbert and Gerbcrt's, Bo Diddley's, and the
new downtown Chesapeake Bagel Bakery. Your
participation in sending ARAMARK a message thal
we will not contribute to pornography and its
repercussions will be worth the hassle.

Sarah Cimpeman
Senior
Bio-medical science
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Housing
1-BDRM. APT.
$36().$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located on

bus line. Parking-included.
255-9262.
2-BDRM. APT.
$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. D/W, NC, large
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.
$220/mo. per person. 255-9262.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
$199/MONTH:
Private rooms in two bath apts.
across from U-Pik Kwik. Quiet, wellmanaged
bldg.
Sub-lease
situations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low depostt. 259-

Classifieds

FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.
New carpet, paint. Great location.
Heat paid, parking available. 2531320.

259-3503.
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.

Live at SCSU's best off-campus

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

0977.
$205/MONTH.
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases.
Wal~ng d~tance to SCSU.
255-9262

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
available. Clean, quiet building.
Private or semi-private bath.
Utilities, cable included. 259-9434.

710APTS.
Three-bdnn. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. O.W.,
micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.

PARKING AVAILABLE
one block from Halenbeck..$25 per
month. 253-1154.

BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Available now. Heat
paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, close to SCSU. Call 2518284, 251-9418.
. COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.
FEMALE NEEDED
for winter/spring quarters. Call Julie,
252-9839.

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very nice! MaleJlemale,$210/monlh.
Phone 267-3291, Greg.

three and.four. Call 251-8284, 2519418.
VACANCY
for males and females in four
bedroom apts. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, canipus close. Quiet and
clean, E.P.M. 251-6005.
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for women.
$220 per mooth. Parking available.

Call 202-9686 or 968-7137, Tony.
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
s/d rooms. Dan, 255-9163.
WOMEN,
tired of .the noise and congestion?
We have large private rooms with
cable T.V., laundry, parking, and a
great location! Call for details ... Bob,
251-8211.

Attention

SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
ADOPTION:
person/student to rent three-bdnn.
home with two females. Near Loving, married, childless couple
SCSU. $230/month, includes
· hopes to welcome your infant to our ,
Financially
secure,
utilities. Available immediately. 685- family.
supporuve fanily. We'll help you any
8207.
way we can! Call Rhoda and Dave
collect, (612) 922-5870.
SINGLE ROOMS •AVAIL NOW.
Individual leases. $205-$220/mo.
ARE YOU CONCERNED
Close to campus. •Large rooms.
*Off street parking. *Heat included. about a possible pregnancy? We
offer confidential consultations and
·255-9262.
information about all your options.
Call 255-3193 for appointment
SUBLEASER WANTED.
Move in Nov. 1. First month's rent and/or testing. Heahh Services.
free. Private room in four-bedroom
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
apt. located across from Halenbeck.
$246/month. Will negotiate. 259- Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
9122.
ever!!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
~~~L~800) 243-2435 or (800)
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenient
locations. Quality living, free
parking. Dan, 255-9163.

~fb

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED. SCSU. Dishwashers,· micros and
Close to campus. $225/month. Very heat paid. Results Property
convenient. Cati Deanna, \554-9358. . Management, 253-0910.
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
winter/spring. Room in four-bdrm.
apt. Close to campus. $210/month.
Must be N/S. 252-2579.

SUPER LOCATION.·
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.

FEMALE WANTED.
Four-bdrm. apt. Winter quarter.
Heat paid. 251·6005.

THREE-BDRM. APT.
for rent. $450-$480. Heat, launclry, •.
util~ies included. 259-5671.

FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251 -0525.

THREE MALES
in four-bdrm. apt. Heat, cable and
electric paid. New carpet, laundry
and parking available. Campus
close. 251·6005.

FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE
near campus available Nov. or Dec.
$225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the FriBay edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constirutes two lines, .costing _$2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall, Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE
to live oo campus? If interested in

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
in a house. Private bathroom and
J<itchen. No pets. 253-5340.

A Group of 3 or 4?
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205$220/month. Heat included. '
255-9262

Policies:

living in any dorm, contact Mark at

studer}t
housing
complex.
Whirlpool, heated parking (if
available), new carpet and on- sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or for winter
and spring quarter. Call (320) 2400234.

TWO-BDRM APT.,
close to SCSU. Also single rooms in
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ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in publ!(: and
private sector grants and
scholarships are now
available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For
more info. call: (800) 2638495 ext. F56815.
DON'T HAVE TIME
to get the flu? Get a flu shot!
$8. Call Student Health
Services for an appointment
now. 255-3193.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and
groups.
Any
campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a
whopping
$5/VISA
application. Call (800) 932·
0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE TSHIRT.
GOV'T.FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquent tax, repo's, reo's.
Your area. Toll free, (800)
898-9TT8 ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
PROFESSIONALLY
TYPED
papers and resumes. Reasonable
prices. Call 9 a.m.-10 p.m., M·F,
240-9736.
PUT YOUR DIPLOMA TO WORKI
Have your resume sent to the top
200 companies in the nation as
rated by lortune magazinell Send
resume + $40 for processing to

~~~~ent c~a;.~r Box ~;~~i~:
Cloud, MN 56302.

Immediate Results!

PREGNANCY
TESTING.

RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.

J

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, B~Ws, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free,
{800) 8_98-9778 ext. A-3883 for
current l1sllngs.

=~

~S~PR~IN~G=BR_EA_K_M_/lZA_rLA_N___
:i,;!~tspa~~~:d1s:h~%.
366-4786. (612) 893-9679

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins .
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,
flexible hours. Call Alice, 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
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JEFPs

month.
Room
and
board!
Transportation! Male or female. No

environment. Teamwork essential
Lunches paid. M.I. and M.R. dy/light

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

experience necessary. Call (206)

cares/Alzheimers. Call Rosa or

971-3510 ext. A56814.

Klisti at 743-2695.

ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly working
from home/dom,! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!

NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL
Leisure Tours and get free
infom,ation for spring break
packages to South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. Reps
needed ...Travel free and -earn
commi~ons. (800) 838-8203.

N,;5-~ .s,.~.
'?~~~ks,

Senous individuals call TOLL FREE

(800) 567-6232.

't>dJ
PROFESSIONAL

MASTER PIERCER • JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi north of St. Cloud on
West US 10 turn left at fBS'lhg
light four blocks on left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call (320) 393-2654

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 Easl St.
Germain St, Suite 205, St Cloud.

Employment
#1 INC. MAGAZINES,
#1 ranked fastest growing company
in America looking for three outgoing
people to help expand in area. Call
259-6900.
$3000/WEEK POSSIBLE.
Goal
oriented?
Motivated?
Opportunity is here! Serious
~~o/i~.Gall for infof'IT\8,tion. (320)

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2000+/month on cruise
ships or land tour companies. Wor1d
travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more
information, call (206) 971-3550 ext.
C56816.
FREE TRIPS & CASH.
.
Foo out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of .cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 tnps and
traVel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Studen1 Travel (800) 95-BREAK!
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your k>cal area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
LIKE WATCHING T.V.?
Make $3 per envelope stuffed while
enjoying your favorite shows. Send
long self-addressed, stamped
envelope to St. Croix Industries,
P.O. Box 353, St. Cloud, MN 56302

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free,
(800) 898-9778 ext T-3883 for
listings.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at
national parks, forests & wildlife
pwserves. Excellent benefits +
$1;1loo'S'P"GsSl!li. ~-~ bonuses! CaH: (206) 971-3620
reading books. Part time. At home. N56814.
T~I free, (800) 898-9778 ext. R3883 for l~lings.
NEEDED: COOKS.
Part-lime. Small 26 bed SNF.
$1,750 WEEKLY
Beautiful
location.
Worked
possible mailing our circulars. For independentiy, home cooked meals.
info. call (301) 306-1207.
C,I Kristi at 743-2695.

:s:

ext:

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Studenls Needed! Flshing Industry.
Earn up to $30()0.$6000+ per
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NEEDED: NAR'S.
New grads welcome. 26 bed SNF.
Beautiful location. Family-like work ;

PART-TIME YARD PERSON.
Includes helping customers, light
servicing of equipment, deliveries
and
telephone
answering.
Mechanical aptitude and computer
experience
helpful.
Pay
commensurate with experience.
General Rental Center, 251-6320.
POWDER RIDGE SKI AREA,
Kimball,
is now accepting
applications for lift operators, rental
shop workers, ski instructors and
kitchen employees for weekdays,
nights or weekends. Pick up
,ipplicatkln Monday thru Friday, 105, or call (320) 398-7200.

Personals

Notices

CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAU! "You can walk around all
day saying 'I don't believe in God,
there ain1 none,' but if that ground
shakes you're gonna look up." Bill
Cosby. Then you will know the truth,
and the truth will set you free!!

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS.
New meeting time. AA will meet at
3:00 on Thursday. For further info.
call Cheryl at 656-1n5 or JoAnne,
255-4850.

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. 10 reasons why beer is
better than Jesus. No one will kill
you for not drinking beer. Beer does
not tell you how to have sex. Beer
has never caused a ma;or war. They
do not force beer on minors who
cannot think for themselves. When
· you have beer, you do not knock on
people's doors trying to give it away.
Nobody has ever been burned at
the stake, hanged or tortured over
their brand of beer. Youi:lo not need
to wait more than 2000 years for a
second beer. There are laws saying
that beer labels cannot lie to you.
You can prove you have a beer. If
you have devoted your ltte to beer,
there are groups to help you stop.

SCSU STUDENT WORK.
$11 to start. Flexible schedule. No
experience necessary. Resume
experience.
Internships/
scholarships. Call 656-7750.
TCN,
need some extra money but can't
work many hours? We have the
opportunity yoiive been looking for!
Call John, Ryan, or Shane for more
details. 253-7964.

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. A society that sacrifices
liberty for the sake of order,
deserves neither, and will lose both.
Religion teaches racism by teaching
that other people are going to be
infinitely tortured, but you are not. It
teaches that other people are not as
good as you. Vanity and religious
superstition are old partners.
Atheism is true.

LAMBDA·LGBT STUDENTS
and allies. Meetings every Thursday
at 7 p.m. Gall 654-5166 for
more information.

GOOD
WEEKLY
..._. -INCOMEprocassing mail for
.natio'!"I company! Free
supplaes, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immauiatalyl Ganui11•
opportunity! AushS.A.S.E.:

V KC, SUITE 174
1861 N.PJ!DERAL ll1ff°
H0LLTlfOOD,PL 33020

THE FOOL HAS SAID
in his heart, "There is no
God." Psalms 14:1.

TO: ALTERNA-TEEN
AND BUZZ:
I don't know either of you,
but I'll go to Tina & the
Sides on November 4th just
to see your love beads
entwine with the pierced
bel~ button. That'll be worth
the price of admission.
Signed,
Voyeuristically

a-

incined.

to your uture in
.
advertising
Applications now being accepted
for advertising representatives,
Deadline is Nov. 8th
Pick up your application at
the University Cnronicle front desk.

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 227
every Thursday. All weloome. Call

Jorn, 240-0680.
ARE YOU DOING
the same thing day after day? Do
something differen1! Call Delta Phi
Epsikln ln1emational Sorori1y today.
Gall 654-6311.
A,:rENTION WOMEN!
Want to have fun, meet new people
and give back to your community?
Gall Jess at Phi Epsilon Al)ha Social
Sorori1y. 252-9839.
ONCE AGAIN,
SCSU's Dept. of Residential Life is
sponsoring trick-or-treating for all
area children. Children and their
chaperones are welcome to visit all
the residence halls at SCSU from 6
pm.m-8 p.m., Oct. 31, 1996. Tour
guides will take groups of ghost and
goblins around to participating
rooms within the halls. For more
info., please call 255-3830 or 2554597.
NONTRADmONAL STUDENT
support group. Are you married, a
parent ir over 23? Meet others,
share
experiences.
Each
Wednesday, 11 :00 in Stewart Hall
103. Contact Shel~, 255-3171.
OPENING THE DOOR TO YOUR
FUTURE!
AMA,
American
Marketing
Association, meetings Wednesday,
SH308, 12:00 and 5:00.

SCHOLARSHIP!!
Now accepting applications for three
$100 Douglas Jirik ,Memorial
Scholarships. Pre-business or
business majors. Applications
available in Business Buik:ling main
offices. Deadline October 31, 1996.
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
has started. Rehearsals are
Wednesday and Thursday from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to att~nd.
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RE-ELECJT STATE SENATOR

s
Senator Dave Kleis will continue to work hard for students.
Higher education must be affordable and available to all.
• Voted 1996 Legislator of the Year by the Minnesota Community College
Student Association
• Selected to the Dean's List by the Minnesota State University Student
Association for outstanding support & dedication to higher education
• Chief Senate Author for the "New" SCSU Library
• Member of Board of Directors of SCSU Alumni Association
• Member of Minn. Senate Education Committee, Higher Ed. Funding Division • 1989 Honors Graduate of St. Cloud State University
Prepand and Puid hy the Kleis Campaign Committee, PO Box 6201, St.

□oud,

M N 56302

• Chief House Author -- New SCSU Library
• Holds: B.S. in Economics & Business Admini,stration,
M.B.A., and M.A. in American Government
• Supports Affordable Higher Education
- ' In recent years. higher education has become more and more unaffordable. I know the
difficulties many students have:in financing their education. because I also worked low
wag~obs and bortowed heavily to get through school. If° re-elected. I will c.pntinue to
1
work to make higher education afford.ab_le for everyone.
Prepared am.'I Paid for by Knoblach Volunteer Conunittee, PO Box 7563, St. Cloud, M N 56302 (320)252 -6179

